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ABSTRACT
Objective  Both endoscopy and histology may be included in the definition of mucosal healing in UC. This study aimed to establish the association between patient-reported outcomes, specifically symptom measures, and the presence of inflammation as measured by endoscopy and histology in UC.

Design  Using patient data from an observational multicentre study of UC (n=103), rectal bleeding (RB) and stool frequency (SF) symptom subscores of the Mayo Clinic Score (MCS) were compared with the endoscopic subscore (MCSe) and histology. Faecal calprotectin and biopsy cytokine expression were also evaluated.

Results  When identifying UC patients with inactive disease, RB scores were superior to SF scores and the combination (sensitivity/specificity: MCSe=0/1, RB 77%/81%, SF 62%/95%, RB+SF 54%/95%; MCSe=0, RB 87%/66%, SF 76%/83%, RB+SF 68%/86%). Across different definitions of mucosal healing (MCSe≤1; 0 plus inactive histology), a larger subset of patients reported increased SF (39%, 25% and 27%, respectively) compared with RB (24%, 13% and 10%). Faecal calprotectin and inflammatory cytokine expression were higher in patients with active disease compared with patients with mucosal healing, but there were no differences between patients using increasingly stringent definitions of mucosal healing.

Conclusions  Endoscopically inactive disease is associated with absence of RB but not with complete normalisation of SF. Achieving histological remission did not improve symptomatic relief. In addition, in these patients, higher inflammatory biomarker levels were not observed. These data suggest that non-inflammatory changes, such as bowel damage, may contribute to SF in UC.

INTRODUCTION
UC is a chronic inflammatory disease characterised by mucosal ulceration of the colon and symptoms that include diarrhoea and bleeding from the rectum. The clinical activity of UC can vary from severe symptoms to a milder disease course, with patients experiencing periodic disease flares that spontaneously resolve or can be brought under control with therapeutic intervention.1 Rectal bleeding (RB) and diarrhoea are commonly used to monitor disease activity in patients with UC in both clinical practice and clinical trials. Blood in stools is reported by >90% of UC patients with active disease and is associated with ulceration of mucosa and loss of epithelial integrity. An increase in diarrhoea or stool frequency (SF) is the most common presenting symptom of UC.2 How symptoms of UC correlate with evidence of inflammation as measured by visual and microscopic examination of the gut lumen is incompletely understood. A recent report shows that resolution of clinical symptoms often, but not always, follows endoscopic healing.3 One hypothesis is that the persistence of histological inflammation could still drive symptomatic disease in these patients.
Histological evaluation of inflammation in patients with endoscopic healing has shown that some patients have residual active inflammatory infiltrate despite macroscopically normal mucosa. Endoscopic resolution of disease following biological therapy has been shown to predict favourable outcomes, but the importance of histological healing as defined by the absence of active inflammation in patients with endoscopic healing has not yet been established. One barrier to using histology in patients with endoscopic healing has been the lack of a validated scoring system. Histological assessment is routinely performed in the clinic, and recent studies have sought to improve upon previously published descriptive measures. The robustness of these new scoring systems will help define the importance of active inflammation in patient outcomes.

Whether active histological inflammation in patients with endoscopic healing drives the persistence of symptoms in a subset of patients has not been evaluated. We sought to examine the relationship of symptoms to objective measures of inflammation in patients that continue to have symptoms, employing a gradually stricter definition of mucosal healing: endoscopy alone or a combination of endoscopy and histology. Faecal calprotectin (FCP), C reactive protein (CRP) and inflammatory cytokine expression, known biomarkers of inflammation, were also evaluated in mucosal biopsies from these patients. Improved understanding of the relationship of symptoms to mucosal healing as assessed by both endoscopy and histology may help guide treatment initiation and evaluation of therapeutic efficacy in UC.

METHODS
Patients and study design
The EMerging BiomARKers in Inflammatory Bowel Disease (EMBARK) cohort consisted of patients with UC (n=103) enrolled into an observational study with no therapeutic intervention. Patients were required to have a prior diagnosis of UC and complete, interpretable endoscopic data as determined by a central reader. All patients underwent a full ileocolonoscopy.

End points
Clinical disease activity was assessed using the Mayo Clinic Score (MCS). RB, SF and Mayo endoscopic subscores (MCSe) are separate components of the MCS. MCSe subscores were assessed by a central reader using still images and video as described. Histology scoring was performed on biopsies taken from the most inflamed area of the colon, 10–40 cm from the anal verge. Biopsies of ulcerated mucosa or suture sites were avoided. A single pathologist (GdH) scored the biopsies using the Geboes score; scores were then converted to the Robarts histopathology index (RHI) score and the Nancy index score (see online supplementary table S1).

Biomarker analysis
FCP and CRP were measured as previously described. At the time of endoscopy, the endoscopist collected intestinal biopsies from patients with UC. In patients with active disease, biopsies from inflamed areas were used for analysis; in patients without active disease (MCSe=0), uninflamed biopsies were used. The biopsy samples were homogenised with 3 mm steel beads using a TissueLyzer (Qiagen, Germantown, Maryland, USA) and RNA was isolated using the RNeasy kit (Qiagen). RNA integrity was assessed with the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer using the Agilent RNA 6000 Picotherm kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, California, USA). Samples with high RNA quality (RNA integrity number >5) were included in the analysis (n=66).

Reactions were performed using the BioMark HD System (Fluidigm, South San Francisco, California, USA) using human tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interleukin (IL)-6, IL-8, IL-1β and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) primer sets (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California, USA). IL-6, IL-8, IL-1β and TNF-α expression was normalised to GAPDH and a reference human RNA sample using the ΔCt method.

Statistical methods
A retrospective, post hoc analysis of data collected in the EMBARK study was performed. None of the outcomes evaluated here were prespecified. Comparisons between groups were performed assuming classification by the MCSe as the reference standard. Three definitions of mucosal healing were studied: two definitions used endoscopy alone (MCSe=0, completely normal mucosa; MCSe=0/1, inactive or mild disease with no ulcers), while the third used both endoscopy and histology (MCSe=0, with inactive histology defined as RHI≤6 and Nancy ≤1). The RB and SF subscores were considered as the test scores in all analyses. The positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), sensitivity and specificity of RB and SF subscores were calculated for each definition separately for RB subscore=0, SF subscore=0, and RB+SF subscore=0.

The PPV was defined as the proportion of patients with mucosal healing when the test/subscore=0. The NPV was defined as the proportion of patients without mucosal healing when the test/subscore >0. Sensitivity of a symptom score was defined as the proportion of patients with the test/subscore=0 when mucosal healing was present according to endoscopy. Specificity of a symptom score was defined as the proportion of patients with the test/subscore >0 when mucosal healing was not present according to endoscopy.

RESULTS
Patient demographics and baseline characteristics
The patient baseline characteristics have been previously described. Disease severity, as measured by the total MCS, was mild in the EMBARK patient population (median=4, mean=4.5±3.8) with ~60% (61/103) of patients having inactive disease as measured by endoscopy.

Relationship of RB and SF, and endoscopic healing
Figure 1 summarises the distribution of MCSe subscores across increasing RB and SF subscores. In EMBARK, 60% (33/55) and 73% (29/40) of patients that reported RB or SF scores of 0 had an MCSe score of 0, respectively. In patients reporting an RB or SF score of 1, 19% (4/21) and 32% (6/19) had an MCSe score of 0. With increasing symptom scores, the proportion of patients without evidence of endoscopic activity (MCSe=0) decreased, but a proportion of patients without endoscopic activity still had more severe symptoms (RB=2: 5%, 1/22; SF=2: 18%, 3/17).

When endoscopic healing was defined as MCSe 0 or 1, the sensitivities and specificities of RB, SF and RB+SF for detecting mucosal healing were 77% and 81%, 62% and 95%, and 54% and 93%, respectively (table 1). When a more stringent definition of endoscopic healing was used (MCSe=0), overall sensitivities of the symptom subscores increased and specificities decreased (table 2).

When endoscopic healing was defined as MCSe 0 or 1, the NPVs for RB, SF and RB+SF were 86%, 95% and 94%, respectively. The PPVs for RB, SF and RB+SF were 71%, 64% and 59%, respectively (table 1). When endoscopic healing was...
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Biomarker analysis in patients with mucosal healing using endoscopic and histological measures

Biomarker correlates of inflammation, including FCP and CRP, have also been used to follow disease activity in clinical studies of UC.9 10 Therefore, we evaluated levels of FCP (figure 3A) and serum CRP (see online supplementary figure S1) in patients with UC based on different definitions of mucosal healing (MCSe≤1, MCSe=0, or MCSe=0/inactive histology). Patients with endoscopic scores of 2 or 3 had significantly higher levels of FCP in comparison to patients with all definitions of mucosal healing (p<0.01; mean±SD concentrations: MCSe≥2, 869±782 μg/g; MCSe≤1, 319±440 μg/g; MCSe=0, 263±418 μg/g; MCSe=0 + inactive histology, 247±426 μg/g). CRP was also higher in patients with MCSe≥2 in comparison to patients with mucosal healing (p<0.01; mean±SD concentrations: MCSe≥2, 1.95±0.3 mg/dL; MCSe≤1, 0.8±0.1 mg/dL; MCSe=0, 0.64±0.1 mg/dL; MCSe=0/inactive histology, 0.65±0.1 mg/dL). Similar to symptom scores, the addition of histology to patients with an MCSe=0 did not result in significant differences in CRP or FCP.

Low FCP levels are associated with the absence of histological inflammation12 and the likelihood of achieving clinical remission.10 We therefore evaluated symptom scores in patients using a definition of mucosal healing that incorporated low (≤150 μg/g) levels of FCP in addition to endoscopic and histological measures (figure 3B, C). Only a small number of patients with no evidence of endoscopic disease activity (MCSe=0) reported RB (RB≥1, 7%), while a significant fraction reported abnormal SF (SF≥1, 29%; SF≥2, 21%). The percentage of patients with symptoms was similar when patients with active histology were removed from the analysis.

A subset of patients with MCSe=0 and no active histology had biopsies available for analysis of inflammatory cytokines. Patients with high endoscopy scores (MCSe≥2) had higher levels of IL-6, IL-8, IL-1β and TNF-α in comparison to patients with MCSe=0 (data not shown). Although the numbers were small, there were no differences in cytokine expression between patients with an MCSe of 0 and SF≥1 in comparison to patients with an MCSe of 0 who did not report increased SF (see online supplementary figure S2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Comparison of rectal bleeding (RB) and stool frequency (SF) to endoscopic healing as defined by Mayo endoscopic subscores (MCSe)=0/1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symptom score</td>
<td>MCSe=0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB=0</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB&gt;0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF=0</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF&gt;0</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB+SF=0</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. of patients are provided for each score; PPV, NPV, sensitivity and specificity values are % (95% CI). NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value.


…defined as MCSe=0, overall PPVs for each symptom score decreased and NPVs increased (table 2).

Evaluation of symptoms in patients with mucosal healing using endoscopic and histological measures

In addition to using endoscopic measures of mucosal healing, symptoms were evaluated using a more stringent definition that incorporated both endoscopic and histological measures of disease activity. When we assessed histology with the Nancy7 and Robarts8 histopathology indices in patients with an endoscopy score of 0, each score identified the same patients as inactive.

Across the different definitions of mucosal healing (MCSe≤1, MCSe=0 or MCSe=0/inactive histology), the percentage of patients with abnormal SF (SF>0) was higher than the corresponding percentage of patients with RB (RB>0; figure 2). In patients with MCSe of 0 or 1, 24% of patients reported an RB score ≥1, while 6% had an RB score ≥2. In the same patient group, 39% of patients had an SF score ≥1 and 25% reported an SF≥2. A similar trend was observed in patients with MCSe=0 (13% with RB≥1, 3% with RB≥2; 25% with SF≥1 and 9% with SF≥2). For those patients with MCSe=0/inactive histology, the proportion reporting abnormal SF was higher than the proportion reporting RB (RB≥1, 10%; SF≥1, 27%; RB≥2, 3%; SF≥2, 10%). Notably, the majority of patients with MCSe=0 had inactive histology, and the addition of histological inactivity to endoscopy did not change the rate of patients reporting symptoms.

No differences in corticosteroid, immunosuppressant use, disease duration or extent of disease were found in patients with inactive disease irrespective of symptoms (data not shown).
**DISCUSSION**

Recently, the Selecting Therapeutic Targets in Inflammatory Bowel Disease programme has recommended a ‘treat-to-target’ approach for UC that includes a combination of patient-reported outcomes (PROs) and objective measures such as endoscopy as treatment and clinical trial end points.13 Previous studies, however, have found discrepancies between endoscopy and histology analyses, which eliminated the biases in scoring that may have occurred had they been read locally. Histology was also with each other in terms of patient disease status. However, this study had some limitations. Our cohort size was limited to the mucosal healing definition of mucosal healing (MCSe=0/1), but also included more rigorous definitions with or without histological healing. It was observed due to the presence of neutrophils. While these symptoms have been attributed to IBS, the underlying cause of persistently increased SF in patients who show both endoscopic and histological healing may lie elsewhere. While inflammation and ulceration in UC is limited to the mucosa and superficial submucosa, chronic inflammation in UC leads to marked distortion of the anatomy of the entire bowel wall, including mucosal atrophy and muscular changes that include fibromuscular dysplasia of the muscularis mucosae and atrophy of the muscularis propria. These changes to the muscular organisation of the bowel wall reflect structural, and likely functional, bowel damage that may manifest as decreased motility, narrowing of the rectum and the colon, and changes in absorptive function.14 Although fibrosis, the excessive deposition of extracellular matrix proteins beyond the mucosal layer, is more common in Crohn’s disease, fibrosis in patients with UC may lead to stiffness of the intestinal wall, problems with colonic motility and anorectal dysfunction, often without any visible inflammation,14-16 and may explain increased SF symptoms. Inflammation may also directly damage the enteric nervous system and affect GI motility17 18 or have indirect effects on the microbiota. Altered microbiota may affect serotonin production by enterochromaffin cells and induce modifications in GI motility.19

The current study not only employed the most commonly used definition of mucosal healing (MCSe=0/1), but also included more rigorous definitions of complete endoscopic remission (MCSe=0) and endoscopic remission plus inactive histology. For both endoscopy and histology analyses, we used central readers, which eliminated the biases in scoring that may have occurred had they been read locally. Histology was also scored using the most recently validated indices, which agreed with each other in terms of patient disease status. However, this study had some limitations. Our cohort size was limited (n=103) and included patients with inactive and active disease.
Figure 3  Faecal calprotectin (FCP) levels and symptom scores. (A) Box plots (median IQR) showing FCP levels in patients with active disease (Mayo endoscopic subscore (MCS)≥2) or different definitions of mucosal healing (MCS≤1, MCS=0, MCS=0/inactive histology). *p<0.01 by the Kruskal-Wallis test. Proportion of patients with (B) rectal bleeding (RB) and (C) stool frequency (SF) symptoms who have low FCP (≤150 μg/g) and mucosal healing (MCS=0 or MCS=0/inactive histology).

Because this population had relatively mild disease (median MCS=4) and the majority of patients (59%) had MCS≤1, these results may not be generalisable to a clinical trial population. This retrospective analysis also had limited statistical power, as evidenced by the width of the CIs. However, similar trends in symptom scores and discrepancies between SF and endoscopic findings recently reported in a clinical study3 support that these findings are consistent across both patients with recent disease activity and those patients with milder disease.

In conclusion, our results have important implications for both clinical practice and the design of clinical trials. Our work highlights the possibility that it may be very difficult for a therapy to achieve complete remission of symptoms even in the presence of endoscopic and histological healing. Furthermore, we do not observe additional value by using histological evaluation in patients with no evidence of disease on endoscopic evaluation, but longitudinal outcomes studies will be required to completely evaluate the value of histology. Given that the persistence of symptoms greatly impacts patient quality of life, it is vital to understand the underlying mechanisms that drive them and eventually work towards treatment regimens that can address both mucosal healing and symptom relief.
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